Clinical and Safety
Evaluation: CASE Rx

SM

Helping claims professionals
effectively manage drug spending

Targeting inappropriate, unnecessary and ineffective
drug therapies through expert clinical analysis
Successfully implementing drug therapy in workers’ compensation requires overcoming many unique obstacles.
Injured patients are often prescribed risky medications, including opioids, with a high potential for misuse and
adverse health effects. Inappropriate medication can significantly increase claim length and cost, while lowering the
potential for positive treatment outcomes.
myMatrixx CASE RxSM was carefully designed to mitigate these risks by comprehensively reviewing patient
medication usage. Our workers’ comp-focused clinical pharmacists help you identify inappropriate use of
medications and provide comprehensive, objective and evidence-based assessments to address adverse patient
outcomes and reduce treatment cost.

Our experienced clinical team is equipped to perform
CASE Rx reviews for any situation
The myMatrixx team of clinical pharmacists:
• Conduct a preliminary review of the claim to identify potential medication errors
• Complete a thorough analysis and create a detailed report of the findings identifying any potentially
inappropriate or inefficient use of medications
• Schedule teleconferences with treating providers and drive implementation of the CASE RxSM interventions
• Make specific recommendations for lower cost, yet equally effective alternatives when opportunities exist

CASE Rx features
CASE Rx merges the best of human and
technological intelligence to provide an
end-to-end solution to managing pharmacy
benefits for potentially at-risk patients.

CASE Rx clinical team
Our team of licensed and credentialed pharmacists are laser-focused on
the field of workers’ compensation. We are up to date with state workers’
compensation guidelines and leverage that knowledge to strengthen our
assessments and recommendations.
myMatrixx pharmacists are available for consultation at any time during
the process. They can explain any potential issues with the patient’s drug
regimen and develop a plan for intervention.

Powered by myMatrixx Clinical
Analytics Results Engine (CARE)
An innovative business intelligence program leveraging the power of
myMatrixx’s extensive library of data.
• Identifies and measures clinical utilization patterns
• Highly effective tool for identifying potentially at-risk patients
• Transforms clinical analytics into actionable intelligence
• Monitors outcomes post intervention

CASE Rx report
The benefit
Expert prescription
claims analysis and
intervention leads to
significant reduction in
drug therapy costs.
The value
Manages and minimizes
long term exposure to
excessive or unnecessary
drug spending.

Working together, working for better.
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